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ANNA
M E S T E R

YOU SHOULDN’T LET POETS LIE TO YOU
I feel fuckin’ wild today / like a magic trick
so not depressed / it’s weird to be this
in love with lists & my own figure in the mirror
still there are moments / I can’t imagine
anything / lose all taste & understanding
of texture / gray tint to the skin I see / rolling
struggle around in my hand / like a stone
there is power in declaring / everything is awful
now but not forever / this knowledge I possess
even in my steeping / how one morning
I’ll again be a gorgeous glow / over
the skillet of fried potatoes / all that’s washed
with gratitude / I’ve lived boxed
with mothballs in the attic / I’ve been jarred
in the root cellar / I’ve decided it’ll end
& then I’ve chosen not to end it / this keeps
happening / it’s important every time

THE BODY _____________
upon waking, where the corn is, chopping onions, listing
problems over the phone, sounds like a dog at night, with
boxes, in the mirror, shaking for reasons not explained,
having uncomfortable conversations over slippery noodles,
made an example, balled up behind the couch, soft from
dinner, soft from winter, spread wide on soft new sheets,
prone to bruising lately, remembering little from that night,
surrounded by strangers, still, left after being licked there,
left empty, all around the city, walking it off, no happier
now that it’s light, with no solution, made a window, in
need of a body to take home, taken home, with its angles,
gone before breakfast, gone fast, not back yet, stuck on a
bridge, blooming, never called a constant, apologizing for
the body, held like something to be played, like a heavy
book, learning limits, as the moon, burdened, with tulips,
imagining future bodies, sounds like smoke rising, spending
all day like this, not even tired

NO ONE’S
Smart girl, baby
teeth, scholarship, East Coast,
lightweight, quick
study, wide-eyed,
eager, smoke
hound, cheap
stuff, swallow, no
chaser, untouched,
honey blunt, hometown, gone soon,
cornfield, corn
fed, bee sting, red
eye, all night, good
girl, train track, sunrise, empty: glass,
bottle, car, backseat, stolen, first
time, courage,
liquid, just:
the mouth, the tip,
sequence, spit
take, dead friend,
bored June, hungry,
moon face, willing,
black out, dumb girl,
silence, backtrack,
bruised knees,
long drive, long
night, long poem—

ALLIE
MARN

Biloxi Bride
:: diamond twinkle :: spins :: off the golden band :: solitaire cut :: open up your coffer ::
:: two-step down the aisle :: to slip it on her left hand :: at the white draped altar ::
:: make the bride an offer :: church is your casino :: every vow’s a token ::
:: slip them in the slot machines :: pray you picked a winner :: line up a row ::
:: of matching fruits :: hope your streak’s unbroken ::
:: gambling when you choose a wife :: turns mortal men to sinners::
:: dancing legs :: falter :: like a newborn pony ::
:: box step, do-si-do, inside turn— follow her moves::
:: camera click :: blinds you :: through the ceremony :: lemon-cherry-lemon ::
:: lines you up to lose :: lift the veil :: she’s beautiful ::
:: but you know :: you’re going to leave her :: weddings are for gamblers ::
& you’re sick with the fever

M O Y
MCGUIRE

TAYLOR SWIFT IN HADES
italics adapted from Marie Claire, July 2010
Trees rip out leaves and groan their tragic chorus,
the land hides under snow, and youth everywhere
turn to Snuggies and hard liquor. The ivy-covered
towers, the fairytale world of Taylor Nation
has been taken from them. For Taylor Swift no longer
bounds and skips across the stage in sparkly
dresses, twirling, long Goldilocks curls bouncing
behind her. We miss her because she’s young and pretty…
a good role model…also, she’s really pretty. The world
finds Hades’ theft a more heinous crime than Kanye’s—
and Kanye’s forgotten, no one sees him mourn in his
blind forest of white columns. But nowhere is grief
deeper than in Taylor’s mother, who stood guard, who
raised her on an idyllic Christmas tree farm, every
tour watching from the sidelines, keen-eyed. She wonders
where the fuck Zeus could be as she wanders from grove
to grove, rots fruit, shrivels stems with her touch. Zeus,
always watching over his imperiled sons, stands silent
as his daughters are kidnapped, raped—indifferent to
the loss of her daughter, who she adored, who continually
stunned her, as if she’d given birth to a unicorn.
And the world puts on black and ice, radios go static, for Taylor Swift,
who doesn’t drink or swear or flash cleavage, has been taken to Hades.
*
Taylor, Queen of the dead, tall and skinny as a string
bean with long, gangly white arms, bounds along
the banks of Lethe, sparkly among the dingy shades.
Her plump angelic face greets her subjects with gasping
love…accompanied by a winking dose of sass. Met
with blank, indifferent stares. Still, she regularly delivers
homemade pumpkin spice cookies to Sisyphus as he works
on her new condo. Before, Hades was all black and gothic.
She wants a lush girly fantasy in chocolate and peacock.

Her brunette backup singer and redheaded fiddle player
flank her like handmaidens—all bases covered. For all
his theatrics, Hades is boring. She entertains herself.
She skips, curls bouncing, serenades Ixion on his fire wheel,
tries to sneak some of those cookies to starving Tantalus.
Sometimes, fans come to visit, and if they meet her eyes, blue
as forget-me-nots—they remember. Standing in the pit of hell,
Swift is smiling and saying, “Come on in, y’all!”
Everyone greeted with a smile and hug.
Still, she finds time to tweet: “At the nail salon. Toes under the naildryer thing. They put me in front of the bowl of pomegranate seeds.
Now they have to refill it.”

WHY WE HATE KRISTEN STEWART
I. Goddess of the Hunt
italics adapted from Vogue, February 2011
She jiggles,
feints,
No one is more skilled
a hunter. If anyone claims
to be, she sends a boar or a
bear to kill the braggart.

darts as she talks,
hanging back,
looking off to the side,
signaling resistance,
a combative
intelligence.

Patron of wild animals, she’s also
known to turn into a deer.

Vulpine.
That way
of moving—
Invisible spirit, skinny girl.

A sort of wiliness.
A sylph
in tomboyish

The goddess is often dressed in
her knee-length hunting tunic.

jeans
and a lumberjack shirt
cracking knuckles
as she talks.

She has a bad temper, and once
shot seven innocent girls with
poisoned barbs because their
mother insulted her mother.

She nurses
some bad-girl
tics—
smoking
and littering
her
conversation with expletives.

Her human wall includes a choir
of 60 daughters of Okeanos, and
20 nymphs who guard her bow
at night.

She builds
a perimeter
of people
that are really
important to her.
If she sees

She’s also goddess of young girls,
but the gap between her
and them widens all the time.

a teenage girl
she will literally
duck and cover

II. Goddess of Virginity
italics adapted from Twilight Saga Wiki
Bella enrolls at Forks High School
in the middle of her Junior year—
and doesn’t notice how she excites
all the boys.

Lately Artemis has been
no fun: asked her Father
to make her a virgin
forever. But He’s not much
help, so she killed

It’s hard for Edward to be near
her, since he’s particularly drawn
to the smell of her blood.

Bouphagus for trying
to rape her,
and made Sipriotes
a girl for spying
her tits.

He’s determined to keep her
human, in spite of her will
to become a vampire.

And for the same crime,
turned Actaeon
into a stag—
promptly eaten
by his own dogs.

She turned her
servant Callisto
into a bear
for losing it
He must constantly control
his desire, constantly by her side.
He’s overprotective of Bella, with
her uncanny attraction to
accidents.

to Zeus. Aura claimed to be
an even bigger virgin
so Artemis pulled
some strings
and got her raped.
But long ago, Artemis
went hunting

Her friend Jacob becomes a
werewolf and avoids her for her
own safety. He likes her too; he
too wants to protect her.

with Orion.
They were equals
and shared
everything:
constellations
and the same
sleeping bag.

So Apollo
killed him,
Edward finally agrees to change
her into a vampire, but only if she
marries him first.

protective of his
sister’s maidenhood.
And that’s
what started
this whole
virgin thing.

III. Goddess of the Silver Screen
italics adapted from “Reason # 99 ‘Why I hate Kristen
Stewart,’” blog post and comments, Insanely Epic.
Thank GOD other people feel the
same way I do about Kristen
Stewart! The most obnoxious
person ever! And the MULLET!
Her emotions can be rated on a
scale of 1 to 2. Basically she’s
just a horrible bitch. She smokes
pot and has disgusting hair.
I can actually taste bile when I
hear her speak. Without
Twilight she’d just be that little
boy from Panic Room.

Why shouldn’t it be romantic for her to wake up deflowered
in a slow snowfall of feathers, curled under a white sheet,
alone, with the canopy’s posts bowing in, towards her, with
drooping, disheveled, white mesh drapes? It’s what she got
married for, isn’t it, to finally succumb to uncontrollable
teenage hormones? Finally when she touches her lips, her
arm, there’s an instant flashback and she can watch his naked
body on top of her naked body from an out-of-body
perspective, she can see how tasteful and yet overwhelmingly
sexy she looks when they’re having sex in warm, low light,
under a canopy of gauzy white, and he grabs the headboard
with one hand, ripping it apart, it cracking and creaking like a
tree in a windstorm. Why shouldn’t it be romantic when he
finally crawls back, later that morning, to show her all the

She doesn’t have to look like
she’s homeless, she’s a
MILLIONAIRE. She’s stiff and
blinks four times as much as a
normal person.

I think she’s H-O-R-R-I-B-L-E.
Frumpy in the wardrobe
department. Apparently, the
ugliness progresses as she ages.
She ruined Twilight. Filthy
whore!

damage he’s done, not to the hard bed and the soft down
pillows but to her body, which she hadn’t noticed because she
was too busy stroking her skin to make the flashbacks come;
but he makes her stand in front of the mirror for inspection,
pulling back the clothes here and there, to show the dark bruises he
stamped all over her until she was loose like a
jellyfish, and he says over and over “I’m a monster,” to her
slack, open mouth? Isn’t that why they got married, so he
could protect, and hasn’t he only ever wanted to protect her,
even from himself, even from herself? Why shouldn’t she
protest, “It’s okay, it’s okay, I’m not hurt, I’m not, why can’t
you see I’m perfectly happy?” After all she looked so angelic
with the torn pillows dusting her and it looked so passionate
when he tore the bed apart like an animal.

She’s so grumpy all the time!
Why would we be jealous of
some wanna-be crackheadlooking bitch? Bella should be
someone more soft.
Finally people with logic and
intelligence can see that she’s a
terrible actress. Mostly, I just
hope she dies.

After all, aren’t there so few ways to make love to a woman
without tearing or tenderizing, meaning isn’t the wedding
night always supposed to end in blood, meaning hasn’t she
always known that he’s a monster?

MARY
S O N E

Tonight a Man Tells Me He Wants All of Me
The lagoon of my mouth. The wild smoke lungs.
The broken harp strings that bind my hands
to my torso at night when I dream of bullets
and barbed wire arms, of the undying fog.
He has seen my future. He has written it
on postcards he refuses to send and it is wet
with perfume and mist. He wants
to see me beyond the dreary song
of the Missouri River, where he claims
I wring my hair of every yawn,
where he is the only one
who hears my dying. He’s not the only one
who says out loud that when a man wants
a woman, other men will want her, too,
will dig her a riverbed, will force her
fists open and walk her wounds
just to leave her in the sand. He does not say
that he’s a new father, that his son sleeps
in a small room where the light
is a sick moon.

I’m Really Good
composed entirely of lines from OKCupid dating profiles

At mowing the lawn, fishing,
working on Jeeps and trucks, hunting,
making it awkward, networking,
doing handyman stuff, at being passionate.
At googling. I can even find armed squirrels
riding a horse on a battlefield.
I don’t plan that far ahead.
I’m pretty universal. I stalk
people online. Reject all
the marriage proposals I get
from females. But I must say
I’m just an experience away
from giving excellent oral
to a woman. I am like batman.
I wear a mask and creep
up on people at night.
I have a car and my own place.
I am sure there are people out there
better than me. I surprise people
all the time with what I know how to do.
If there was a kitten caught in a tree,
I’d definitely try to get it out.
You need a spoon but you only have toilet paper?
I am gonna make you a god damn spoon out of it.
I’m an even better boyfriend.
I cast a tall shadow most places I go
and imagine having a duck pond in my future.
Do you want me to tell
the whole world
or just tell you?

MARY
O U
BUSCHI

Professional Development

1.
I am 2 hours early for a seminar on teenage sexuality.
It’s here I will learn how to support my students
coming of age: the difference between public and private,
how to date, how to recognize love;
what to do when you get an erection.
2.
On the news a man is talking
with a cleaver scored into his forehead,
a woman’s eye blackened, lips
cracked, broken glass glinting off
her taut skin.
Hospitals are haunted, like us,
how we see the world though one
synaptic image after the next.
3.
Teach your sons to masturbate,
Give them a schedule. If you are an educator
never say masturbate. Say, private time.
Teach your sons to initiate release.
It might be frightening at first,
especially for those who are easily stimulated.
The feeling of arousal may be irritating,
may cause violence. The transference
into violence can be arousing.

4.
The man, lucid, said, I wasn’t trying to kill her or, her, me.
They just wanted to make sure the other was still alive.

Things that Come in Three
Hierarchies: Deaths: Good News: Triptychs: The Holy
Trinity: Literary Philosophies: Procreation: Bad News:
Goals: Triplets: Ménage a Trois: Miracles: Stooges: Andrew
Sisters: God’s Attributes: Blood Sweat and Tears: Dixie
Chicks: Our Concept of Time: The Old Testament:
Neapolitan Ice Cream: Temptation: The Physical World:
Primary Colors: Greek Dips: Shiva: Lithium Deuteride:
Points on a Triangle: Threats: Strikes: Reasons: Tries:
Trouble: Love: Meals: 3 Coins in the Fountain: 3 Bones in
the Human Ear: 3 little Pigs: 3 little bears: Blind Mice: The
Magi’s Gifts: Virtues: Veni, Vidi, Vici: Life, Liberty, The
Pursuit of Happiness: The Christmas Ghosts: An
Englishman, An Irishman, and a Scotsman enter a bar…:
Three Marvelous children: The Dancing Water, The Singing
Apple, and the Speaking Bird. The Smallest Number to Form
a Pattern: A family: The hairs that Stand in Fear.

Miscarriage
It’s time to practice,
lie still without giggling.
But I don’t know what dead is?

C A C H
B U S I N E 

t h e wo r sh ip
therapy is a commitment i can’t keep
stretching out before the bedroom
my legs flexed in front of me
tip of nose touching that spot above my knee
some people surgically remove
i’m getting sentimental
sometimes i feel a wealthy woman’s bag on my gut
wealth i never had unwove the road of retribution
rolling eyes is the same
as rolling heads in the industry
losing focus staring at a screen
screaming it probably won’t give me cancer
i’m going to quit anyway
because of fear i guess i was born with
dying and traveling
and what i feel now are the same
an accumulation of every human emotion
decided upon over years of worship
at least i still worship the sun
at least i believe in crop circles
patterns aren’t only palms but paths
i’ll make mine meet yours in some other story
we pretend we’re already there

H A Y E Y
T R U S S E 

Mary's Honeycomb for Jesus
the horned woman clucks and swats in
circles like a swallow
chaplipped and sylphlike
each leaf she clips forms clusters
until she collapses in rest, spackled in sap quills
quilted and smallbreasted
the ground still spinning
she begs to be
needlepointed
in mohair and burlap
and telepaths to winged pests:
messengers of waxen cones
in your hive,
hoist and claim me
but limply all that sighs in the jaded apiary
is the cabbage moth, striped of foot
spindly flicking its forewing, sending vibrations
it says: you are too heavy to carry but I know
all you want is to be babythin, a spotted faun in a cull
just little animals eating together and
standing over you, mary
it says: what a comfort that although you are housebound
and insolent like the dogs that mothered you
you are still a child of jesus
crosslegged royalty, weeping for the babydaddy
flanked by foxglove in a lichen lea

Coralline
the glitter people are dancing
sweat on the mantle, yellow-ruddy vapors
black light illuminates earrings anywhere, even
wrapped in the colors of nature: brown & blue
thick water is underneath, golden knots & frenzied hairs alike
form ladders & lock & dart like blighted wrens
holding dirty streamers &
the addled sows prepare a feast
leeks & piss on either side, hazelnuts & pastry
& capped moons rise over banners, crickets lay
inflamed to be inside larger versions of one another
rose water is on the planchette, gods sifted from curlicue holes in space
teem with the din & tint of cakes in coralline
crossing their arms &
the gods do not want to be called
infants ask for new paper, soft-bodied & redolent
their faces even dour the tomb, endives are

spread out halved and face-down on an offering plate
brooks pulse inside the vaults, downstream oils from holy plants
summon animals to carry out abandoned messages
stacking fig-fruit cairns
but now everything is eaten by weasels
sodden mushroom mulch, vivid & frothy
& this place is incompatible with life, signs
standing in relief like burst glass on frozen lakes
crags & cliffs disappear, caves submerged in heated dens
reveal hoary grasses, claw-mouthed fish & flashlights
dim & buried
you are a catacomb in here--a fake feeling I want to hide behind

J E N N  FER
MARTELL

Butoh
All the dancers from Oslo chew
The old ballerina chews the dandelion greens
she stoops to pick from the field behind the school. The green
leaf is not smoky enough, is bitter tough, but the sun
shines off the black snakes in the low grass, makes a prism
indigo to red, reminds her of menstrual-blood art, and inspires
choreography: a plié crawl, a broken waltz, a butoh. Look at the dyke
pulling weeds for her lunch! a cruel boy cries from the chain
link shadows. But she has chicoria warm in her white apron’s pouch
and black bread oily with salted
anchovies. Her hair grows static in the cold dry afternoon,
electric like Santa Lucia’s crown. She’ll stroke it down
smooth with her bone comb, her own spit and palm.

Gigantic Females (II)
1.
5 elephant cows are linked tail to trunk. This is the pathology:
--the first is merciful;
--the second is protective;
--the third is borderline;
--the fourth, a suck up;
--the last, the unstressed feminine ending of one lumbering line of trochees in a narrative, yet
circular, poem.
They each wear a bejeweled saddle and bindi the size of a bread stone.
2.
A swarm of black flies circles a walking woman’s head. Because of the nature of their tiny-as-baby-fingernail
wings and their thoraxi, they are invisible to her most of the time. As a whole,
they think she is Nancy Archer, the 50 Foot Woman, or a weather front with gale winds

when she swats at them. They think of her as The Statue of Liberty.
In the swarm’s three-week lifespan, this woman is not ever invisible to them, thus,
the flies require no faith. Her sweat is a cool sticky sweet iced tea.
3.
The octopus does not know herself. She believes she sits in a nest of sea snakes, of which she is terrified to the
point of inking her world to black blindness. Once, she swam in and out of a sunken temple off the coast of
Sicily, past broken statues of Venus and Diana. She was caught by a local fisherman and made into a delicious
zugu, ladled over squid-dyed angel hair pasta. But did she ever come to realize who she was even though she
brought joy to those who sopped her up with crusty bread?

A B R A N A
JETTE

The Trouble With Flowers
In order to make them yours,
you must pull them from their roots.

E M L Y
O’ N E  L L

Feral Bitch Palace

I.
There’s a heaven without deities
where we live
like children in a tree house
Password please:
Antlers or
Fun Dip or
HAUNTED
written in red
& fairy
lights

Gather the rejects & build the altar
prayer candles
to Kate Bush, to the power of hands,
to how we preserve
wilderness. Save it for future versions. Mummification.
Egypt in the mind of a child. How we wake
the dead, gut them with salt.
Jar their insides
to keep scavengers at bay.
Youth is imaginary.
We dress in it & fool the liquor clerks
into carding our pastel
hair & over-lined eyes.
Hell bent on staying crazy (diagnosable, diving
straight through walls
of feedback)

we turn
volume impossible, jump until
the neighbors write letters about lift-off.

How dare we rocket
off thin linoleum. How dare we act so animal,
devour quiet like expired candy.

Let’s rot
all our remaining teeth.
Sell souls to the crossroads demon
in exchange for stopped time in vials.

II.

We’re ordained
witches,
sorting bones
into columns labeled
The Dream or Not The Dream.
The high council gathers to vote
on marriage. Men fall under Not The Dream
& boys worth coddling are hard to come by
so we take lovers
more conceptual.
On her 30th birthday, Cassandra will vanish
into a plume of black smoke. This is a marriage.
Cataneo sings Rasputin’s knees,
another marriage.

III.

Hellfire is easily
the rude neighbors (terrified
to look us in the eye)
They’ve seen us eat
snow off of headstones. The lack of curtains.
Smelled camphor. Resin.
Dead lilies. That sickness. The animal
need. How we refuse
to give ourselves away.

IV.

There’s a heaven that hides
when you chase it

I could apologize

so you must wait, unmoving
in a tree stand. Violence braced
against your shoulder.
but choose to remain the same.

V.

the bitches aren’t
waiting to shred magazine with me
to bullet their bodies through
barrel aged evening
on the porch again
ashen like we live warmer
than we’ve ever claimed to
who would stake us
for knowing precisely
how to bend light into color
how to suffer synchronous
with the idiot movements
of stars only connected
because some dead man stayed
drunk too long on power
just like the birth of all

falsehoods / I won’t
bother with revision / will map
instead which molars make
a more appropriate zodiac
each creature there built
of jaw & hip & eerie resonance
how needles sound honeyed
how we kill & keep the lot

VI.

It snows at the beach & we pretend
this is what we asked the ghosts for.
On the way home from the off-season bar
with bad chowder but massive oysters & endless gin

there was a song of what if we lived
stumbling always patently unrealistic
but easy to swallow. What if. What if keeping
were as simple as declaring loyalty with skin?
It snows at the beach & we wake up
as though we may never leave. Time of year
when limes feel magical & mirrors speak possibility,
when dusk’s sky is a river of bleeding trout. We are solid

in spinsterhood but twenty-two
when we ask questions. Full of wine & meat
wrestled from shells. My two fish can’t know
what I’m thinking if I can’t name the hurricane

so I take apart their heads. Fear & photographic
evidence. The left lady afraid to cross the tide line
but the right splashing through mid-March surf
in her tights. Striped. Beaming. Both women

perfect refusals. Frenzy comes with spring but
we aren’t there yet. Nothing blooming. We’re carrying
ink & fat & fur in our pockets. We are spiced & ready.
Here comes the clumsy year. What if it could stay.

VII.

My coven left me to feed
the beast—not the Devil
just my misfit self.
I’m orphaned again by distance
by mountains, by my need
to echo off high cheekbones.
The girls have gone to Durham.
Who will hear me frown.
The palace has too many rooms—
I can’t sleep in every bed at once.

VIII.

There’s a heaven
at the intersection of misandry & candle
wick
spell for every sister
too raw to leave her own bedside
among girls is a vigilante
to everyone else

a vigil

they don’t like us
gathering power
without express permission
how night’s always belonged
to lovers, to witches, to the feral
gravediggers bury me
here, where no man can walk
me where I’ve never been
useless

bury

APRI
S A Z A N O

Those are not tiger lilies in my bed
and not the same flowers I uprooted with a spoon
from my dead father’s house. His were not yellow,
the color of jaundiced skin, but red
as oxygenated blood,
faces that had drunk all the fire of the sun.
I dug like a ditch-thief on the roadside,
questioning ethics and ownership,
but unable to stop, thinking
I was rescuing them from a fate worse than his.
Petals curled back like lips, the softest tongues
exposing what should have been private,
their delicate centers, their fragile grief.

Images from a Childhood
My mother’s tampon string hanging
out of her cutoff shorts. My father’s
blue-veined sack, polished and glassy
as artificial fruit, hanging
from his. How inert and powerless
he looks sleeping on an orange
velvet couch, flower petals
against his cheek, one bare heel dead
center of wrinkled stamen.
Here is another starving cat, there,
a deaf dog, no less gun shy
for its recent loss of hearing.
Toys line rafters of a floorless attic,
missing all pieces crucial
to their functions—the play-house,
its roof; the dolls, their left shoes. Batteryoperated bargains have gone green
with corrosion, and the stallion
is a gelding, his rider long ago freed,
cracked from the saddle, stripped
of his clothes. Re-routed rats, uncertain
as they learn the new geography of public
sewers. The water is off. The lawn is
a jungle. Somewhere a child is hiding.
Eventually, she is found.

S Y L V A
ASHBY

HELEN OF SPARTA, TROY, ETC.

Ever so military, these men of Sparta.
Menelaus too, my royal mate.
I was restless—ready for diversion.
This much I admit.
Whatever my frailties, call me honest.
Ignore the rumors. Hear me out:
First, kidnapped by Theseus,
Athenian King and dirty old man;
I, an innocent teen. Next, Grand Prize
in Father’s winner-take-all competition.
Menelaus never bothered showing up,
sent instead his envoy brother.
From every which way suitors came,
a world-class collection, seeking arm candy—
the ultimate trophy wife.
When they drew straws, Menelaus won.
Though I suspect Father had it rigged—
a political charade. I, clueless.
Then Paris appeared:
Beam of sunlight, irresistible Prince.
Husband away on business
(and Aphrodite on duty)
with Paris I left,
taken by hand, hiding a smile,
barely pretending
to be dragged off. I left
heedless of consequence, concerned
only with our first night together.

A war over a woman? Since when?
I plead not guilty. I was mere pretext.
A convenient excuse. Men prefer
to heap fault on me
rather than their own testosterone.
How they love launching a thousand ships,
then sailing away into battle—
Troy-ward or wherever. It’s DNA.
War-weary years later, I buried Paris
only to become his brother’s bride.
I, the glittering reward, gold medal
for conspicuous bravery-in-action,
bestowed on Husband #4.
Soon he too fell. In time,
amid the smoky ruins of Troy
death is declared victor.
Now, standing here,
reviled from all sides, still I wonder:
To whom will I be given next,
handed over, his shiny package?
Most likely—a Grand Prize reprise
to Menelaus, my angry ex.
Staring coldly, will he kill me quickly
or let fall his sword
as I let fall my silky robes?
Observe and learn as I play
the beauty card—magic key
into men’s hearts. Tell me,
what would you suggest?

J E S S E
JANESHEK

We Abuse Each Other

underneath staccato.
Give me culture. Give me money.
I need some deep rebellion
since there’s still work to be done here
and I mine the unfamiliar
single-malt gun madras
when I can’t get you off
and I need a hot dog necklace
like the Sausage King of Zion.
I hate autumn. I hate bodies
waiting for the world’s end
our hours dark and raucous.
I can do God easily
corpse selfies and so many
low-heeled, green-glow queens.
I cry scented tears
and it’s better for my liver
to be giving of my time
and I master your preorders
as the sweet nuclear couples
trade boundaries in the atrium
and true devils align.
We need noiring in the morning
so I send you this memento
a legless mannequin
a clip-on leather braid.
You’re the afterthought I hate
the mammalian popup shower
as I dive through the mountains
to get to the cliff dwellings
like Snow White in a bodysuit
or I die in the fire.

The Motorcycles Driving by
Tell Me Not to Try Ascending

People are susceptible
dirty clothing and sex

to bird prayers and seasons

and she’s feeding some creature
raw meat out there
and I’m dreaming of eating its brain.
I buy you my arrow
climb you as my deus-ex-machina
and I wait for the breakdown
that does not happen

The woods and the river
until someone says
that red buoy is a bomb.

at the restaurant named Radiation.

are easy places

I dress as Snow White
in a yellow Swatch watch
a bone pendant
bra-goggles

pack a hot pink grenade.

It’s survivor’s revenge.
You peel off my wet skin
as I’m learning to live with the gravediggers head.
He killed my summer vacation
and I feel so much better releasing my sex
into this bottle of Queen’s vaccination.

with my flower crown

CASSANDRA
EUPHRA
W E S O N

Eucalyptus
Today I learned the long curly leaves are really strips of bark!
We don’t peel off tree bark cause it hurts the tree even though
it’s fun. Like swinging. Daddy says I have to share the swings
with the big kids. I’m smarter than them. Cause I can spell
the name of the tree with curly bark: E-U-C-A-L-Y-P-T-U-S
Q1. When do you have to share?
(a) when you leave the bark on the tree
(b) when you let the other kids swing
(c) when the teacher won’t call on you even though
you know the answer
My report for our sixth grade biodiversity unit will be
about: The Presidio. The Presidio is a national park, in the
northwest part of San Francisco. Presidio means, fortress in
Spanish cause the Spanish settlers built a fortress to replace
the Native Americans. A fun fact about the Presidio is: It’s
where they signed the order for Japanese-American
internment in World War 2! Internment means,
replacement. A long time ago the army imported eucalyptus
from Australia to replace the sand dunes but, instead they
replaced: the native species. Today some people consider the
blue gum eucalyptus an invasive species but, other people
consider it a historical landmark of the Presidio!
Q2. What does eucalyptus oil smell like?
(a) the soap in your grandma’s bathroom
(b) replacement in your own country
(c) an American landmark
Memoir Exercise: A Place You Consider Home
The most beautiful place in California is the Mendocino
coast, a few hours north of here. It’s not quite my home, but
my favorite writing teacher grew up there. I told her once
that it must have been a beautiful place for a childhood.

Q3. What was her exact response?
(a) “Well, more racist than beautiful.”
(b) “You might have found it beautiful.”
(c) “Racism? Beautiful?”
Here’s the funny part: Mendocino County is actually the
pot-growing capital of the state of California. After the
sixties, all the real hippies moved up there to get high
quietly and dance in the woods. That’s not a metaphor; my
mother goes to a camp where they literally play folk music
for a week straight.
Q4. If the people growing pot were black, Mendocino
County would be:
(a) the drug arrest capital of the state of California
(b) an unstable place for a childhood
(c) Mendocino? Beautiful?
Q5. In context, what can you infer from the following
information:
Blue gum eucalyptus is highly flammable.
(a) I am an expert on the latest fire prevention
procedures.
(b) I’ve never smelled eucalyptus ash.
(c) One day I will still catch fire.
Q6. sharing : eucalyptus ::
(a) getting it right : making it right
(b) sharing : fortress
(c) cruelty : hippies
(d) racism : folk dancing
(b) sharing: landmark
(b) Cassandra : invasive species
(b) sharing : Q7. Please spell eucalyptus.

I can peel the bark off the trees!
I can build a whole forest!
I can spell eucalyptus:
E-U-C-A-B-C-D-C-B-A-B-E-A-UTIFUL. Beautiful.

M E L S S A
E L E F T H E R O N

magma blisters

I.

Boil the monarch

A space model, a library

Destroy all crowns

Wish for a fortified place

II.

Rebellion perceived as otherness

Refuse of the

winged dragon bolt bolt now

This lover, this toilet

Bathypelagic

III.

Isinglass

Erosion of soil dynasty

The larva, interdental

We crush and skin falls

IV.

Came to slain the haunt

The nymph a bereft mountain, feros

A coarse tangle of lack

She a thread of interstellar wind

Force – a lightning, a salt of invertebrates

The End of DH Lawrence’s Apocalypse

wings

beating

back

the burn that once held the body
once allowed to christen the calm with its promise of danger the granite gash of listening closing in on danger
and the advent of glistening
imperial shield of dull violet wings beating back the dull violence of

and her bare was scabbed clean
and her bare was sealed

clean

these wings which scattered the shrill of bright barking to rest on other porcelain
shoulders which had heard no sound no noise no music before this

<roaring>

this howl that made its own wings beat back to protect the body from burning

her wings beat back her eyes <hallowed between>
this howl that made its own wings beat back to protect the body from burning

her wings beat back her eyes <hallowed between>

infernal cicatrices of her light trapped between the circles of these circles of these wings
<laughter trapped between>
no remedy
no ablution

<leavening>
<drenching>

and her bare was mauled clean
and her bare was robbed clean
she will beat her crystal wings her crystal shield of stabbing icicles

beat back with dull violet dominion the rain of lava which seeks the sanguine tears the perpetual rain of her
roaring her shoulders staunch as marble to bring the dead back their glistening
back their blood

with eyes beating back her eyes
the burn will be held by the body
protect

sacrosanct

resurrect

to protect from the <roaring> to protect from the <other>
from this rusted lotus fire from this baptismal roaring
which only seeks the beating back of the body

to bring the dead

C O  E E N
COYNE

Wish You Were Here

Here is where I wish you, with dry tongue and a
language to scratch off, to wager on. If you were here, I’d
wish no more on your fine ridges, your dime-spines—
gladly I’d quit this decrepit clay, slip a concrete comb in
your hair. This girl you’re after is reckless, wrecks more
than she realizes. Wish you were left with chapped lips,
raw from fixing the weather. If you were a wish, I’d have
you burned off a cake, from a wick like a stake. This girl
is floating off on an ember, a spark sticking to your shirt,
igniting your hair. O but when you hear a wish, halfclose your ears, give her some soft lighting. There’s no
privacy for a girl, her body built for other bodies. You
were herded there, out clipping roses, drive-by holler:
NICE BUSH. Don’t wake up; unleaf, unhedge. Prune her
inconvenient limbs. Find your own handwriting in the
mailbox, in the loop of her hands. She wants your stamp,
your list, your last—post-haste, your hazard of dust-andbone.

B A  B A A
E Y E S

Mythos
Fulcrum
The daughter’s body is the fulcrum of the father. She is
burdened and dirt. She is vulnerable. The daughter’s body is
the water of the father. She is watched and walled. She is
inaudible. The daughter’s body is the artifice of the father.
She is parcel and article. She is vernacular. The daughter’s
body is the sediment of the father. She is silt and salt. She is
unsentimental. The daughter’s body is the prism of the
father. She is precious and prig. She is pregnable. The
daughter’s body is the shears of the father. She is shrill and
jilt. She is spectacle. The daughter is the language of the
father. She is latent and gauge. She is translatable.
Cancer
The daughter’s body is the cancer of the father. She is
callused and cowed. She is antithetical. The daughter’s body
is the platform of the father. She is bland and blanked. She
is implantable. The daughter’s body is the loophole of the
father. She is foolish and foul. She is unlovable. The
daughter’s body is the incisor of the father. She is biting and
bile. She is stifled. The daughter’s body is the simulacra of
the father. She is simplistic and small. She is lachrymal.
The daughter’s body is the preservative of the father. She is
pert and pristine. She is vestigial. The daughter’s body is
the arsenal of the father. She is source and sinner. She is
archetypal.
Collateral
The daughter is the collateral of the father. She is worth
most on the market if pure. The daughter is the
merchandise of the father. She is properly trained in
housewivery. The daughter is the consequence of the father.
She is one too many mouths to feed. The daughter is the

failure of the father. She is tits and hips, a uterus to fill. The
daughter is the error of the father. She is hidden away from
the world. The daughter is servant of the father. She is also
her brothers’ nursemaid. The daughter is the burden of the
father. She is quietly planning her exit.
Domain
The daughter’s body is the domain of the father. She stages
rebellion, he cannot withstand. The daughter’s body is the
name of the father. She revokes her oath and casts new
spells. The daughter’s body is the rule of the father. She
buries his empire’s rotting carcass. The daughter’s body is
the will of the father. She stanches its flow and watches it
wither. The daughter’s body is the regiment of the father.
She aims with the kill shot, one by one. The daughter’s
body is the swagger of the father. She punctures his ego’s
tender skin. The daughter’s body is the jurisdiction of the
father. She excises herself from his tyranny.
Appendage
The daughter is the appendage of the father. She severs
herself, she grows her new parts. The daughter is the
projection of the father. She dims his light to a tiny, cold
flame. The daughter is the amplification of the father. She
bursts his lungs and savors the quiet. The daughter is the
instrument of the father. She sharpens herself against his
attacks. The daughter is the explanation of the father. She
unbinds herself from his censure. The daughter is the
footnote of the father. She delivers herself from his skull.
The daughter is the transgression of the father. She slays
the man so the girl child may live.

JEN
STEN

//python script// Wherein the neutrophils overcompensate
if ‘breathing’ > 30:
print “Spin twirl coil unfurl leap high fly out fly
down wrap round then under burrow in seed and
flank, spear and shank and pock the hands the face
with rash with bands with brash word unspoken
written in the deoxyribonucleic acid from which
your clock face is drawn bite blow bloom grow
layer upon thousands upon millions upon billions
overstock shock.”
elif ‘breathing’ >10:
print “Spin twirl spin coil spin twirl spin coil leap
leap leap spin fly fly down out wrap round burrow
seed seed spear seed flank shank pock rash word
word spoken word written in the word spoke spoke
poke deoxyribonucleic acid clock face clock face
drawn face clock millions billions shock stock
overshock stock layer grow layer overstock.”
elif ‘breathing’ >5:
print “Spin coil unfurl high fly out down wrap then
burrow seed and spear and pock the face with rash
with bands word written in acid from your clock
face drawn. Drawn bloom blow grow thousands.”
else:
print “Spin out fly down burrow spear the face
with bands written from your clock face. Layer
shock stock layer.”
time.sleep (10)
print “Why are you waiting...”
sys.exit (“The center is lost. No replicant.”)

M G
COWEN

In this version the female specimen makes it out alive

we decide not to starve in this history under the ruins of
fermented narrators
on this shell a planet is looped for quick return
()

enter thieves and their anxiety babies given twice over to one revisited myth,
her many predators have consumed their own, reversed the future nightingale
when she rails
prevent our tapestry story from binding
the threads, she says, when they roll they roll for me
()
we grow soft in an infant’s belt

finger the woman who is peeling an apple
()
the neck red and raw
lies under the table and feels strangely happy
()
this is where the breeding ends and the looting begins
she is no longer encased in the cycle of eating and living
this ending is different in other countries

()
some tell you
how to pawn one’s own kind at its most vulnerable
some want to know
who inherits the heaviest knot on your behalf?

CANDICE
W U E H E

If the Professional Mourner secrets herself while the town ruptures, can the act be
named an effigy?
If she attempts to create a memory of the most hated art she has ever seen, all she
can feel is the old panic arise as if in the psychoanalyst’s waiting chamber. That
descending sensation of a bellyful of jewels: agate, cerulean. Gleaming pile of
wonder in her gut; fortune of threat. Only way to get it out is to reach down her own
throat, remove a thing once swallowed. Some Living Memory
on her fingertips.
A blue howl seeps through the streets.
This is how the doors
begin to open.
She winds her watch.
The city swivels on in
asymmetrical and absurdly complex mechanism, if she looks at the layers she has to
think what an odd thing it is to wish to be the architect. To wish willfully to design
any structure or space.
Grotto, safe room, bank.
She has to think
what it is to be complicit with what happens within.
She locks her door, turns off her lights.
There are no windows too small to hide the mountain’s peak,
the screams from the square. She sits in the dark and tries to remember who told
her no system is too small to make its own weather. She tries
not to touch,
not to touch
and is ashamed she can hear them eat until all the grass is gone.
A navy bolt,
the Maw deranged.
She can’tcan’t remember.
In the time she takes
thinking she arrives at an idea that the word CARNAGE is only for everybody who
wasn’t there.
Anyway,
impossible not to be rich in some sense, even
she watches the
cloud created by her mouth
and attempts to
empty herself,
to remove the
last gem.

If, at the maw of the Lake, the Ordained Instrument admits the political potential of
the unbound rage within the heart of her Own Mother, does her soul split in three?
As though all our lives are born of the same grief-machine and then maintain that
grief-machine’s energy. No, years aren’t as rich with impossibility as emotions or
even events. As the Black Birds swirl above the Ordained Instrument’s head in
circumferential spheres as if feathered & boned elements of repetition, the future
remains an event after some other event; even in the center sphere of all other
spheres, the Ordained Instrument has neighbors. The Ordained Instrument tells the
Black Birds so. The uncountable distance she has been taken is a distance if only the
distance of becoming distant; her neighbors now the strangers who estranged her
here. She looks in the lake’s loose body. Several or more cycles of snow have
sheeted and iced the earth and completed a reversed cauterization on the empty
canyon, sent the space into a sterile loom empty of any other creature creating a
stage upon which she performed ultra-life. After an event like this occurs, the image
in the lake appears not to look back as the daughter of the woman from whom she
was taken, but as the woman who sheared her hair and dragged her fingers in the
dust. The woman who grieved so openly, navy blue hands removedremoved her
from the Square of the Republic. If she could not see who she was before she knew
after, it would have been hilarious, a hysteria, not to salute herself as she saw her
body peeled out of herself.

Not a nut. Or shell, or any other natural artifact hewn by
the order that divides the earth hellward, heavenward and has
no halfworld.
No, not a nature at all; an unknown stickiness.
A day lived by no one.
If there was any truth, the truth
of waking up before grief gave way to the blue handprints only
the mother of The Ordained Instrument could see. The
Ordained Instrument points her hand at the image in the water
to insist to the Birds time witnesses and instead, in a radial
urgency, submerges it.

After the children expire, so too, does the Governesses’ lessons if she places a
punctuation on her career? And what of the erasures on her chalkboard?

Because once she was a teacher from the town
made of wood, she now went away into the
woods and wrapped her fingers in wood and lit
each long stick aflame and held her arms
aloft.
It was easy in the whirled wind to watch herself
go out. The teacher did not know if people
changed but she knew it was possible to be
changed. She was a one who had taken charge of
changelings. What she was in The Other’s life or
why she had excelled in the art of remembrance
at all did not become available imagery to her as
she walked through ten spumes spiraling
separately from each individual fingertip. It was
not amazing to become an Other’s entity—It had
been occurring already. If tried she could not
remember how it had anything to do with the day
the Professional Mourner delivered the grey frock
to her doorframe.
No, a mind cannot be split
in two, split in two: although it’s true, during her
lifetime in a city structured of concrete and
elevators, red and yellow lights, she had gone a
great height above the skyline to weep in the
women’s washroom of the Science of Military War
Powers.
In every orifice, other orifices.
Her
mind was mixed on the world. With the self there
is no beside the self. The teacher drags her
elongated fingers in the dirt to teach the dark the
day’s lessons.
She can no longer touch herself.
On the gravel ground she draws the sign of what
was done in the town and it’s true she can tell the
trees how far she has walked from whence but
not for how long, how long the teacher stood
finally still in the silence and smoke and tried to
stay inside herself, self was impossible, now, to
prove.

[

]

Like an altar carved in the pine to pray to
concrete and noise, so much spilled light
spread even on the darkest day of the
year. Navy light, teal light. Walking a
straight line through a town built on an
arc, blades of bruised green puffing
sprigged gas.
Muffled times, a lot of
energy.
Our Lady existent only in the Forbidden
Photograph: an auric commemorative
technology, like lipstick or bells. Remnant
of the future. Easy, easy to stand on the
heating grate and forget. If doves are a
memory, picture them emptying out of
the asphalt and all around instead of only
your own grey mourning cloak as the
heated air upends.
Never
remembering
the
remaining
feature of the emptied frame from which
they fell, citizens of a careless country,
bumps on a bodiless spine. Bent for
nothing. Maybe not careless; uncared for.
Not nothing; anything. Not emptied;
erased.
Imagine neither fire nor ice and one day
shavings of ash, or snow. A raw powder
outfitted of the same void uniform.
Without access to crystal or carcass,
without events unpartitioned to event,
how
to
tell
which?
Or
if.
An unsiftable why.
Understand how we tired of ghosts.

There was to be a dirty-fingernailed
present
determined
by
the
future.
Historicity the greased blot on the silk
pillowcase created by the archivist’s oiled
head. There was no after, only the
ungrievable always where we all were
written.
Where
after
the
Ordained
Instrument was excised we were all
equal. No graves to return from, fear
belonged to the Party Spirit.
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
THE PARTY SPIRIT THE PARTY SPIRIT
Fear of trash. Fear of noise. Fear of
secretions. Fear of dreams. Fear of shame.
Fear of the soft skin of the earlobe. Fear of
undomesticated animals. Fear of wild
plants, mushrooms, streams from the
mountain. Fear of neologisms. Fear of fat.
Fear of lace. Fear of
echoes. Fear of
echoes. Fear of the moon. Fear of others.
Fear
of
unknown
names,
noises,
languages. Unburdened by the velocity of
memory, echo chambers and bad ideas
gained speed. Synchronicity lost traction.
The Party Spirit lied collectively and did
not admit to each other that they even
feared fear. When The Party Spirit
laughed they told each other it did not
sound like neon. When The Party Spirit
sang they insisted it did not feel like rope.
There was something dark in the corner
of the eye.

Each but all of The Party Spirit made their
name a social number, helped to trim the
town back into the trees. Having children
or swimming under water were never
remembered. Sometimes an afterimage
surfaced. A remainder, bad math. An idea
that in the next life The Party Spirit might
make their lungs black branches tipped
with unopened opal buds.
Only let out what’s been taken in. At the
edge of the town a path beaten. A quorum
of squirrel at the entrance, a cocoon in the
throat, a spiral of silence leading out or in
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CONTRIBUTORS
This past year Sylvia Ashby returned to her theatre roots,
appeared in two comedies (one at Texas Tech, the other at
her local community theatre), also traveled to see her Anne
of Green Gables adaptation at Eastern Michigan University
then journeyed to Minneapolis to see her Secret Garden
adaptation at Theatre in the Round. Mainly, during the last
few years, she concentrated on publishing poetry: Rhino '15,
Mezzo Cammin, Red River Review, Constellations, etc.
Mary Lou Buschi’s poems have appeared in FIELD, Willow
Springs, Indiana Review, The Laurel Review, among others.
Mary Lou’s full-length collection, Awful Baby, was
published this year through Red Paint Hill. Ukiyo-e, a
chapbook, was published by Dancing Girl Press
(2014). Tight Wire, her third chapbook, is forthcoming
through Dancing Girl Press (2016).
Catch Business is the author of GHOST GFS (Electric
Cereal, 2015) and Able To / Always Will (Civil Coping
Mechanisms, 2016) as well as the chapbook Bye, Product (Be
About It, 2015). She is the Founding Poetry Editor of Witch
Craft Magazine and Chapbook Coordinator at Sad Spell
Press.
Meg Cowen is an artist and writer from New Hampshire.
Some of her recent work appears in DIAGRAM, Split
Lip and Radar. She curates experimental poetry and prose as
a founding editor of Pith and Kin Press.
Colleen Coyne is the author of the chapbook Girls Mistaken
for Ghosts (dancing girl press, 2015), and her work appears
in DIAGRAM, Hayden’s Ferry Review, BOXCAR Poetry
Review, Tupelo Quarterly, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.
She lives in Massachusetts, where she teaches writing at

Framingham State University and works as a freelance
writer and editor. You can read some of her work
at http://www.colleencoyne.net.
Melissa Eleftherion grew up in Brooklyn. A high school
dropout, she went on to earn an MFA in Poetry from Mills
College and an MLIS from San Jose State University. She
is the author of huminsect, prism maps, Pigtail Duty, the leaves
the leaves, green glass asterisms, and several other chapbooks.
Her poems have been widely published, & currently appear
in Flag+Void & Luna Luna. Melissa lives in Mendocino
County where she works as a Reference & Teen Services
Librarian & teaches creative writing. More of her work can
be found @ www.apoetlibrarian.wordpress.com.
Jessie Janeshek's chapbooks are Spanish Donkey / Pear of
Anguish (Grey Book Press, 2016), Rah-Rah Nostalgia
(dancing girl press, 2016), and Hardscape (Reality Beach,
forthcoming, 2017). Her full-length collection of poems
is Invisible Mink (Iris Press, 2010). An Assistant Professor of
English and the Director of Writing at Bethany College,
she holds a Ph.D. from the University of TennesseeKnoxville and an M.F.A. from Emerson College. She coedited the literary anthology Outscape: Writings on Fences and
Frontiers (KWG Press, 2008). You can read more of her
poetry at jessiejaneshek.net.
Abriana Jetté is an internationally published poet, essayist,
editor, and educator from Brooklyn, New York. Her
anthology "50 Whispers: Poems by Extraordinary Women"
debuted as a #1 best seller on Amazon, and her work can be
found in River Teeth, Barrelhouse, The Moth, and many other
places. She teaches for St. John's University, for the College
of Staten Island, and for the nonprofit organization
Sponsors for Educational Opportunity.
Allie Marini holds degrees from Antioch University of Los
Angeles & New College of Florida, meaning she can
explain deconstructionism, but cannot perform simple
math. She is the author of several collections, including

Southern Cryptozooology: A Field Guide to Beasts of the
Southern Wild, Heart Radicals (co-authored with Les Kay,
Sandra Marchetti, and Janeen Rastall), and the forthcoming
collections here comes hell and Exquisite Duet. She is coeditor of Lucky Bastard Press & Zoetic Press. Allie rarely
sleeps, & her mother has hypothesized that she is actually a
robot fueled by Diet Coke & Sri Racha. Find her on the
web: https://www.facebook.com/AllieMariniBatts or
@kiddeternity.
Jennifer Martelli's chapbook, Apostrophe, was published in
2011. Most recently, her poetry and prose have appeared
in Up
the Staircase
Quarterly,
Gravel, White
Stag,
and Drunken Boat. She is a recipient of the Massachusetts
Cultural Council Grant in Poetry and an associate editor
for The Compassion Project. Her first full-length collection of
poetry, The Uncanny Valley, is forthcoming this year from
Big Table Publishing Company. She lives in Marblehead,
Massachusetts, with her family.
Molly McGuire lives in Boston, MA, where she makes a
living copy editing nominations to the National Register of
Historic Places, selling art books at a museum, and doing
other odd jobs. Her work recently appeared in B O D Y,
Hobart and Little Patuxent Review.
Anna Meister is author of the chapbook NOTHING
GRANTED (forthcoming, dancing girl press) & an MFA
candidate in Poetry at New York University, where she
serves as a Goldwater Writing Fellow. A Pushcart Prize &
Best of the Net nominee, her poems have appeared or are
forthcoming in The Offing, DIAGRAM, The Kenyon
Review, Souvenir, & elsewhere. A recipient of honors from
the Saltonstall Foundation for the Arts, Anna lives & works
in Brooklyn.
Emily O'Neill is a writer, artist, and proud Jersey girl. Her
recent poems and stories can be found in Cutbank, The
Journal, Minnesota Review, Redivider, and Washington
Square, among others. Her debut collection, Pelican, is the

inaugural winner of YesYes Books' Pamet River Prize. She
is the author of three chapbooks: Celeris (Fog Machine,
2016), You Can't Pick Your Genre (Jellyfish Highway, 2016),
and Make a Fist & Tongue the Knuckles (Nostrovia!
Poetry, forthcoming 2016). She teaches writing at the
Boston Center for Adult Education and edits poetry for
Wyvern Lit.
Jessy Randall's poems and other things have appeared or are
forthcoming in Poetry, McSweeney's, and Rattle. Her most
recent book is Suicide Hotline Hold Music (Red Hen, 2016).
She is a librarian at Colorado College and her website
is http://bit.ly/JessyRandall.
Barbara Jane Reyes is an author and educator based in
Oakland. Her most recent poetry collection is To Love as
Aswang. http://www.barbarajanereyes.com/
April Salzano is the co-editor at Kind of a Hurricane Press
and is currently working on a memoir on raising a child
with autism. She is the recent runner up in
the Rattle chapbook
contest
for Turn
Left
Before
Morning, which will be published later in the year. Her work
has been twice nominated for a Pushcart Award and has
appeared in journals such as The Camel Saloon, Centrifugal
Eye, Deadsnakes, Visceral Uterus, Salome, Poetry Quarterly,
Writing Tomorrow. Her chapbook, The Girl of My Dreams, is
available from Dancing Girl Press, and her first
collection, Future Perfect, is forthcoming from Pink Girl Ink.
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